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The agrarian structure of the Punjab in Pakistan and India was
fashioned by the socio-economic and legal institutions established
by the British after their annexation of the Province in 1849. One
of the consequences of this was an increase in usury/money-
lending capital and a resultant rise in endemic debt among the
peasantry and alienation of proprietors' land by money-lenders.
These changes alarmed the colonial authorities who attempted to
deal with the situation simply through legislation, without
addressing the complexities of Punjab's political economy. The
problem of debt and the reliance of cultivators on the money-
lenders for finance continued after 1947. Based on evidence from
settlement reports and other original documents this article
explores the origin of this problem.

'The bania's ledger stays quietly in his shop while the interest
swells into a mountain.'

Waris Shah, Heer

INTRODUCTION

Almost three decades after the enactment of the Punjab Alienation of Land
Act of 1901, money-lending to agriculturists had become Punjab's largest
industry. The Punjab Banking Enquiry Committee of 1931 estimated that
the magnitude of debt in in the Province increased from rupees 90 crore1 in
1921 to rupees 135 crore in 1929 [Punjab Banking Enquiry Commission,
1931: 5].2 Sales and mortgage of agricultural land to agriculturist money-
lenders and urban financiers and traders increased, and whilst the influence
of professional money-lenders decreased sharply after this legislation, they
made a strong come back later.
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The Report of the Pakistan Agricultural Inquiry 1951-52 [Report of the
Pakistan Agricultural Inquiry Committee, 1952: 77] reported that
cultivators in the Pakistani Punjab were in debt to the tune of rupees 28
crore, or about 414 rupees per indebted family [ibid.: 76]. Money-lenders
accounted for an average of 1.3 per cent of loans advanced to cultivators
compared to 63.2 per cent from 'relatives and friends' and about 17 per cent
from 'proprietors' (meaning larger owners of land).3 The All-India Rural
Credit Survey of 1951-2 [Reserve Bank of India, 1954-57] shows that in the
early 1950s the professional money-lenders share of total rural credit
advanced to cultivators in the Punjab was almost 25 per cent of the total,
whilst the share of 'friends and relatives' amounted to over 50 per cent of
the total, so that by far the greatest source (almost 80 per cent) of credit for
agriculture was from non-institutional sources [Vol.1, pt., 2, 1957: 566-7].4

I shall return presently to 'friends and relatives'. They are not, necessarily,
as benevolent as they might seem.

Thus at Independence in 1947, in both Punjabs, non-institutional sources
accounted for the greater part of agricultural credit, although in the
Pakistani Punjab the operation of the money-lenders was minimal though
greater than that indicated by the figures because, in order to circumvent
Islamic prohibition on usury, money-lending was conducted by 'other
means'.5 It is to be stressed that the operations of money-lenders and
'friends and relatives' are not mutually exclusive in analytical terms, and
the latter are not less insidious than the former. The category of 'friends and
relatives' was not (and is not) such a benign category as it appears, in either
of the Punjabs. They were (and are ) generally larger owners of land and
resided in the same locality as the debtor. Their role in securing land of their
debtor-cultivators could be more insidious than the professional money-
lenders', because the various restrictions on land alienation did not apply to
them. Thus advancing a loan could be a first step in the eventual
dispossession of the borrower's land.

These facts reflect a particular form of agrarian economy in which usury
capital had taken a strong hold. It is a situation whose legacy may still be
seen in the contemporary Pakistani and Indian Punjab.6

The results of the legal, economic and social institutions established by
the British continued beyond independence. The roots of the problem of
endemic debt, usury capital, mortgaging and alienation of land, which were
constitutive of and reflected in, inter alia, the differentiation of the
peasantry and agrarian stasis, lie in the initial period of British rule. When
change in the rural areas appeared to the colonial authorities to be getting
out of hand a relatively simple legislation was enacted to control a rather
complex agrarian political economy of the Punjab which might otherwise
have jeopardised British rule. However, in doing this any possibility of
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radical change in agrarian relations in the Punjab was also precluded as we
shall see. The simple legislation was the Punjab Alienation of Land Act of
1901. This was a response to the large-scale debt, mortgaging and alienation
of land by sections of the peasantry and landowners to the professional
money-lenders. The main focus of this article is on the early modern period
(1849-1901) when these processes developed and the agrarian structure of
present day Punjab was established. We wish to explore their origins. We do
not consider the 1901 Act and its impact in any detail. That must be the
subject of another article. There is, however, a very brief, preliminary
account of that Act towards the end of the article.

The enormous increase in debt and land alienation in the rural areas of
the Punjab under British rule is a well-known phenomenon [Calvert, 1925;
Darling, 1947; Thorburn, 1886]. However, there has been little systematic
analysis of the actual mechanisms and institutional arrangements which
propelled the increase in debt, mortgage and land alienation among mainly
the peasantry in the Punjab during this period.7 Using mainly settlement
reports8 of the various districts9 of the Punjab this article attempts to address
this neglected area by providing a descriptive analysis of the mechanisms
and processes (as well as the institutions and practices) which originated the
enormous rise in endemic debt and its consequences in the Punjab.

This article analyses the four main influences responsible for the situated
described. These were related in general to the fact that a vastly efficient and
powerful capitalist colonial power established and transformed institutions
in the Punjab to serve its interests. Specifically, the influences were: first,
the growth of a systematic money economy and collection of land revenue
as a fixed amount in money terms for a specified period; secondly, the
expansion of individual and alienable proprietary rights in land; thirdly, a
great increase in the value of land and credit facilities; and fourthly, the
establishment of an efficient and centralised judicial system to enforce the
new legislation related to the development of a market in land and
commercialisation of agriculture.

The period focused on is that between 1849 and 1901, that is from the
annexation to the enactment of the Punjab Alienation of Land Act of 1901,
with a brief backdrop of the Sikh period.

DEBT AND LAND ALIENATION UNDER SIKH RULE

During the Sikh period debt and money-lending were prevalent and sales of
land, to a limited degree, were not entirely unknown. But there is unanimity
among scholars that the land revenue system in this era was not a cause of
endemic rural indebtedness leading to alienation. This was because the land
tax, such as it was, was normally not raised in money but in kind; and it was
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also proportionate to the crop production in good as well as in bad years.
Under this system cultivators were not called upon to pay a fixed and
immutable sum when their harvest failed; nor were they required in years of
low prices to pay a revenue calculated on the basis of high prices [Dutt,
1956: 83].

The economic and social significance of rural debt under British rule
will be described below, but it is important to stress that endemic rural
indebtedness was virtually unknown under the Sikhs. It follows that land
alienation was also insignificant under Sikh rule, and though sales and
mortgaging of land were not absent,10 and while the role of the money-
lender was important to varying degrees in the rural economy of the Punjab,
debt and land alienation were issues of minor importance during this
period." In fact during this era it was said that a peasant might be starved
but he could not be separated from his land by a money-lender. This is
confirmed by almost all settlement reports.12

This is related to the fact that the value of land during the Sikh period
was low (as compared to its enormous increase during British rule). The
point is that debt and land alienation under the Sikhs operated under a
different dynamic. In one of the earliest settlement reports (on Jullunder
District), written during the period of Residency and soon after the
annexation of the Punjab, that is, 1846-51, reference is made to this issue
[Temple, 1852: 46]:

The locking up of real property for the liquidation of debts or security
for loans [under the Sikhs] was almost unknown. Bankers and money-
lenders looked to the assets of the land, and not to the land itself.
[And] mortgages were common only among the coparcenaries. Their
origin was in fiscal difficulties. No specific was fixed during which
the term must run on, and after which it might be converted into an
absolute transfer. The invariable condition was, that whenever the
principle and interest should be liquidated, the property might be
redeemed. I have known lands mortgaged in one generation redeemed
in the next.

LAND REVENUE UNDER THE SIKHS

As mentioned, land revenue under the Sikhs was normally collected in kind:
although it was assessed in money terms, it was not, with a few exceptions,
collected directly in currency. The revenue was collected on a contractual
basis by tax farmers.

The question of the oppressiveness of the Sikhs is a matter of dispute.
Most Indian authorities who have written on the subject maintain that the
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burden of land revenue was not as oppressive as under the British. The
government's share under the Sikhs varied from place to place, according to
the productivity of the soil, the type of the crops, the means of irrigation,
and other facilities needed for sound cultivation. The government's share
also depended on the strength of the Sikh state in the locality. In the central
districts of the Punjab (which also happened to be the most fertile, and
where Sikh power was strongest), the revenue demand tended nominally to
be high, sometimes half or more of the gross produce, though its actual
realisation tended to be lower, as indicated elsewhere in this paper. Walker
[1893: 3] in The Lahore Settlement Report wrote: 'During the Sikh rule, the
greater part of the revenue demand was collectedin the form of produce, the
State or its agent generally taking one-fourth normally, or even as little as
one-fifth in parts of the district.'

While we may accept these proportions, in fact the revenue was
sometimes as low as one-sixth of the gross produce.13 And where the
revenue demand was sometimes heavy, in some respects the government
gave back with one hand what it had taken with the other; meaning that in
situations of crop failure or poor harvests, no or proportionately little
revenue was paid. It seems to be the case that the level of revenue demand
under the Sikhs was higher than the actual collection.

Evidence of the relative lightness of the revenue demand is provided by
one of the earliest settlement reports whose data were collected during 1846
and 1851: The Hoshiarpur District Settlement Report [Barnes et ah, 1852].
This was written near enough the independent Sikh state to provide a fairly
accurate picture of the revenue demands in the kingdom. According to this
settlement report [Barnes et ah, 1852: 22]:

The character of the Missr Roop Lall's14 assessment may be
pronounced generally light... the probability is great that it would be
light. Experience has proved his demand to have been an equitable
one; for the regularity with which it was collected, and the
comparatively small number of instances in which it was varied, the
fact that in the famine year (AD 1833) or only one year after the first
institution of a regular assessment, there were no balances worthy of
notice, lead irresistibly to the conclusion that it was so. But perhaps
the best proof of the fairness of an assessment, is the general opinion
of those whom it affects. The Missr's name is almost universally
revered in this District. He is spoken of with gratitude, and the
agriculturists have not the least hesitation in producing the small red
leather coverings in which his patents are encased, a sure sign that
they would not object to pay his jummas [revenue demands].

Whilst it appears that under the Sikhs the revenue demands were not
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very oppressive these nevertheless came under blanket criticism from most
British officials, including O'Dwyer [1894: 10] in the Gujranwala
Settlement Report of 1894:

The evil consequences attended on this [Sikh] system are worthy of
our notice if only to show what the effect has been on our present
[British] system of Revenue collections. First it made the people
improvident. They knew that the more they worked and the larger
their returns, so in proportion, would the government demand be
enhanced, whilst the more idle they were, the less would they have to
pay to government. This was a premium offered for idleness.

Then Thorburn [1894: 229-301] writes:

[U]nder the rapacious Sikhs [the State] appropriated all the profits of
cultivation. In our term we re-established the old view of state rights
in land, limited our demand to the estimated value of from a fourth to
a sixth of an average crop, and exacted payment on fixed dates,
whether the yield had been good, bad, or nothing. Thus, whilst under
the Sikhs the people had been treated as cattle - the property of the
strong man of the day - under us they were raised to the condition of
intelligent freeholders.

In fact the impressionistic views of many (though not all) British
Administrators on the revenue system of the Sikhs contains more than a
tinge of justification for British rule and the institutionalisation of a rigid
land revenue system whose consequences they would have to deal with
later. The fact remains that Sikh rule was not associated with extensive debt,
mortgaging or alienation of land.15 The various money-lending groups
generically known as the Sahukars were neatly kept in their place as
servants of the agriculturists.16 Under British rule many of them became
dominant over the latter, as a result of changes that I shall examine.

THE SIKH STATE AND LAND TAX

The Sikh state's primary source of income during this period as under the
British later, (at least during the nineteenth century), was land revenue. For
this purpose all cultivated land was divided into khalsa and jagirdari.
Revenue collected from khalsa land was appropriated directly by the
Maharajah, whereas revenue collected from jagirdar land was appropriated
directly by jagirdars who supplied the Maharajah with troops in lieu of the
tax. It should be emphasised that the land was 'held' by the appropriate
authority only in the sense that it was entitled to a claim on the produce
[Nazir, 1981]. Therefore the terms khalsa and jagirdari, though generally
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applied to land, referred strictly speaking to the system of revenue collection.
The government did not think of itself as 'owning' the land cultivated by the
peasants, any more than it did the waste-land that frequently lay between
villages. The British later partly re-organised this arrangement by making a
spurious legal distinction between joint and individual property, on the basis
of a classification of land tenure [Nazir, 1981].

As we have suggested, the revenue was normally collected in kind17 on
a contractual basis by tax-farmers. The most important of the revenue
officials was the kardar or tahsildar, both these terms being used
interchangeably [Banga, 1978: 63]. There was, of course, significant
variation in both the system, magnitude and method of revenue assessment
and payment [Ibid.: 88-117].IS It is interesting, to note that the payment of
revenues in kind did not always mean grain payment. The Pathans of
Bannu, for example, voluntarily paid in guns and swords, in part payment
of revenue, a course which had always been left optional to them [Taylor,
1850: 163].This epitomised the flexibility of revenue payment under the
Sikhs. However, this option, along with others, was to be foreclosed during
British rule.

DISCUSSION OF GROWTH OF DEBT UNDER BRITISH RULE IN THE
SETTLEMENT REPORTS
The enormous increase in the incidence of debt among the peasantry in the
Punjab under British rule is one aspect of a number of very significant
changes in the economic, social and political conditions of rural Punjab
during the period [Nazir, 1981; Calvert, 1925; Banerjee, 1982; Barrier,
1966]. Though I confine myself mainly to the problem of debt and land
alienation. I have already identified the four main factors responsible for
this situation which I will discuss.19 These factors were the overall matrix
within which the more concrete situations were located which induced or
compelled the owners of land to fall into serious debt.

We may start with a brief account of the treatment of debt in the
Settlement reports. This provides a feel for the different ways it was
perceived by colonial officials. These perceptions are revealing. All
settlement reports carry discussions of debt, though the importance or
ranking of causes differs. This is either due to differing circumstances
prevailing in the various districts; for example in the old settled districts,
greater fragmentation of holdings had taken place; whilst in some districts
agriculture was precarious because it depended on rain or floods for
cultivation. The differential treatment of debt and its causes could also be
due to differing assiduousness of Settlement Officers, and their fragmented
view of social and economic phenomena. This is illustrated by O'Dwyer's
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[1894] Gujranwala Settlement Report, and Purser's [1892] Jullunder
Settlement Report.

The former mentions, for Gujranwala such factors as bad harvests or
agricultural calamities, amongst others which induce and or compel
indebtedness among cultivators. The main reasons for indebtedness,
according to this report [1894: 25], were:

(a) [Lack of thrift and extravagance] because of the great expansion of
credit which has taken place since last settlement owing to the
moderation of the State demand, and the higher prices of produce, and
the consequent enhanced value of land.

(b) Their expenditure and standard of living are based on the income of
good years, and are not contracted to meet the exigencies of bad.
Formerly in bad years, a self-acting law compelled them to live on what
was actually produced, as they had no credit to supplement it. Now they
find it easier to borrow than to alter their scale of living.

(c) Our inelastic revenue system does not assist them in meeting unforeseen
losses, the collapse of a well, the loss of a pair of bullock, and in such
necessities they have to borrow at heavy interest.

(d) Loss of cattle.
(e) Rents being as a rule fixed in cash or grain {Chikota) and not varying

according to the produce of each harvest (batai) the owners of
mortgaged land, who are also generally the cultivators, often fall into
arrears and these arrears go on accumulating against them at heavy
compound interest from harvest to harvest, making it almost impossible
for them to extricate themselves.

(f) Mutual jealousies prevent them from resorting to one another for loans,
and from transferring the land to relations, even when the latter are
available and willing to take it.

(g) They have no income of importance from any source but the land on
which every burden is finally thrown.

(h) Once they get into debt to the money-lenders, heavy interest, a short
period of limitation, combined with ignorance on the part of the debtor,
unscrupulous cunning on the part of the creditor, make it difficult for the
cultivators to extricate themselves . . . .

In contrast Purser emphasises, for Jullunder, poverty, minute
subdivisions of land, high prices of produce and litigation as the major
causes of debt. It is interesting to note Purser's statement that 'in other cases
it is difficult to make out the real cause of debt' [1892: 71]. The report states
that in Jullunder:

Land is minutely subdivided and many of the smallest proprietors
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must find it hard at all times to keep their heads above water. If the
season is bad, or prices fall much, or any sudden calamity occurs, such
men are overwhelmed and have no chance of recovering themselves.
It must always be remembered that it is only so far as he has any
surplus produce to dispose of that the agriculturist is benefited by a
rise in prices; and as population increases, and holdings are
subdivided, the surplus gets less and less. At the same time, the price
of most articles that the farmer has to buy, notably cattle in this
district, increases. [A] frequent cause of debt is litigation. Large sums
of money are squandered in fighting out the most trumpery cases from
the lowest to the highest courts [1892: pp.71-2].

The two views on the causes of debt are both similar and different,
because they are based on conditions in the Gujranwala and Jullunder
Districts which were both different and similar. Also, the same phenomenon
is looked at in slightly different ways and couched in a different language:
there is awareness of the precarious economic conditions of the marginal
owners in both districts and their vulnerability to adverse situations. In both
accounts, unequal ownership of land and differentiation of the peasantry
figure. However, there is greater emphasis on this for Jullunder: perhaps
because this District located in the south-east of the Province, was old-
settled and more densely populated. On the other hand Gujranwala District
comprised tahsils which were on the whole less densely populated. The
Hafizabad tahsil of this District had larger holdings and had only recently
come under canal irrigation, and tenants were in scarcity [O'Dwyer, 1894:
21]. As O'Dwyer states, agriculture was the mainstay in Gujranwala, whilst
in Jullunder joining the army, trading and migration were part of the local
economic activity [Purser, 1892].

The British authorities in the Punjab, then, were aware of the problem of
debt and land alienation. That awareness was the result of dealing with
similar processes which had occurred in other parts of India where their rule
was already established, though their attitude and the seriousness with
which they viewed this problem differed. The 1846-51 Settlement Report of
Jullunder District mentioned above states [Temple, 1852: 15]:

There are a few Khutrees [in this district]. This tribe holds the same
position as that held in Hindustan by the Bunneas and Kayeths. They
are both the writers and the merchants of the Punjab. They are sure to
thrive and multiply under British rule; as yet they possess but little
land, and that little they have acquired by sale, mortgage and such like
transactions. The increasing landed occupancy of this class has proved
an interesting subject of statistical comparison in the North West
Provinces; many years hence it will be instructive to note whether
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Khutree proprietorship has, or has not, increased in this Doab.20

With some prescience,the author, it would seem, anticipated the very
processes which were absent under Sikh rule and which were ushered in by the
British. We shall consider presently how the British hastened such processes.

In the Hoshiarpur Settlement Report [Barnes et al, 1852: 37], written at
about the same as the above report, reference is made to money-lenders but
not in any invidious sense:

I might state that, in no less than 45 villages, scattered over the plain
portion of the Pergunnah, the common bankers [emphasis added] have
been abandoned; and the revenue has been paid either by the actual
sale of produce, before the installments became due, or by advances
from other parties, who have received repayment in coin, plus interest,
instead of reimbursing themselves with a share of the producers.

It was within a few years of the above statements that the khatris and
other money-lending castes were to begin acquiring land from the peasantry
in the Punjab. The statement by Barnes describes a situation which is in
significant ways opposite to Temple's. Barnes notices the abandonment
(and presumably decline) of the money-lender in the Hoshiarpur District as
a result of the changes brought in by the British, ostensibly prosperity and
with it money, so that the cultivator could pay the state directly and
circumvent the money-lender. The point is not so much that Temple got it
right and Barnes did not, but that both were observing the impact of early
British rule in the Punjab, when the economic and social situation in the
Punjab was both diverse and in flux, so that different conclusions could be
drawn from similar situations. But what, in fact, transpired?

OFFICIAL AWARENESS OF DEBT AND THE SYSTEM OF LAND REVENUE

The earliest authoritative statement of the incidence of rural debt in the
Punjab is contained in the Punjab Famine Report of 1878-79, which
estimated the per centage of the peasantry under debt in a number of
representative districts as follows:21

Gujranwala
Gurdaspur
Gurgaon
Muzaffargarh
Hoshiarpur
Multan
Dera Ghazi Khan
Jhang

80
75
62
61
70
50
67
40-50
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In general the incidence of debt was high, and this was aggravated by the
fact that there were seven years of famine in the Punjab between 1860 and
190122 [Thorburn, 1904: 242], and economic and ecological conditions were
often subjected to great fluctuations.23 These circumstances compelled
landholders to borrow both for subsistence, repairs and purchase of
equipment, and to pay the revenue; and in spite of relief efforts by the
government, which were often less than adequate,24 landed the proprietors in
heavy debt. As O'Dwyer in the Gujranwala Settlement Report states
[1894:3]: 'The District Officers did not always realise the gravity of the
losses of crops and cattle and proceeded to levy the revenues as usual as in
good years'. Paradoxically, however, difficulty in paying revenue could also
be the result of abundant harvests and falling prices of agricultural produce
because of a glut. The growth of debt, indeed, continued apace. By the 1940s
it was estimated that about 75 per cent of the proprietors were under debt.25

A major factor that gave rise to debt in the Punjab under British rule
derived from the system of land revenue established by the British. The
assessment of land revenue under the British was made and levied
systematically in cash for the first time in the history of the Punjab. The
initial assessment imposed in each case was the assumed average market
value of the revenue share of the three preceding years. In most cases the
cultivating proprietors in each village accepted the demand, and contracted
to pay it for a short term of years. At the beginning of British rule, the
relatively small area under cultivation, and the scarcity of money had kept
up agricultural prices. But the expansion of cultivation due to the increase
in canal irrigation and expansion of the global market in wheat and cotton;
as well as the great increase of money in circulation, combined to push
down agricultural prices. The result for the peasants was catastrophic, and
was recorded officially in every district, as in the following passage relating
to Lahore District:

Immediately after the annexation in 1849, a Summary Settlement at
cash rates was effected by Captain Tytler. These rates were purposely
fixed on a low scale, but the fact that such a thing as revenue had
never before been levied in cash, together with the great fall of prices
that followed the introduction of British rule, combined to render
Captain Tytler's assessment very heavy and burthensome [Lahore
District Gazetteer, 1884: 112-3].

A few years later the assessments were reduced, and the first regular
Settlements, which laid down the revenue over the next 20 or 30 years, were
undertaken in the various districts. But endemic debt had already acquired
its hold, and the system of fixed demand over good years and bad merely
served to aggravate it.
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THE NEW ECONOMIC SITUATION AND INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETARY
RIGHTS

Two conditions of the economic situation are important. The first, is the
need and the incentives to acquire cash; and the second, the emergence of
individual, inalienable proprietary rights in land, in place of land held by the
lineage, a process which has been described in detail elsewhere [Nazir,
1981].

The need for cash has been discussed above, and this follows from the
nature of the Land Revenue System, and from the incidence of debt itself,
which involved the payment of interest. The existence of the incentive to
secure cash, on the other hand, is implied in the various opportunities for
participating in the advantages and constraints offered by an expanding
money economy, as reflected in the increase in commercialisation in the
Punjab in general and expansion of production and exports of agricultural
commodities in particular [Calvert, 1922].26 There was also an embryonic
development in small-scale manufacturing industry, including railway
workshops, cotton-ginning, sugar-cane processing, some of which were
joint-stock companies [ibid.].

Individuals could purchase (instead of only inherit) land, engage in trade
and salaried occupation to a greater extent than before. The consumption of
goods outside of the local economy increased, and so on. The principal
means by which these needs and incentives were satisfied was the sale and
mortgage of individually held and customarily inalienable land.

We may cite Thorburn [1886: 49-50] at some length, since he captures
the essential processes at work:

Without doubt a grave error was made upon annexation, in suddenly
substituting for an elastic kind of assessment a fixed cash assessment
- to say nothing of its severity. Although this mistake originated a
good deal of the existing peasant indebtedness, no disastrous
consequences would have ensued had we not also at the same time
converted collective into individual ownership of land, plus the right
to alienate it at pleasure. By so doing we made an unconditional gift
of a valuable estate to every peasant proprietor in the Punjab, and
raised his credit from the former limit of the surplus of an occasional
good crop, to the market-value of the proprietary right conferred. It is
difficult for us now to realise the revolution effected in the status and
relations of peasants and shopkeepers by the innovations introduced
in 1849-50. Until then the proprietary unit had been the tribe or
community collectively, individual rights in land being restricted to
the plot each member actually cultivated. Alienations of a cultivating
right, unless approved by the whole body of shareholders, were
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impossible; his borrowing power was limited to a few rupees,
recoverable only at harvest time; his Bunniah was merely his humble
servant and accountant ... Such terms as 'individual rights',
'property', 'the purchasing power of money', 'credit', 'attachment
and sale', were incomprehensibly meaningless to him. In one day the
old order passed away, and gave place to a new one, which imposed
upon this unsophisticated Punjabi a responsibility to which he was
unequal, in that he who had never handled a coin in his life was
required to pay to his Government twice a year a fixed sum of money
- crop or no crop. To his surprise and delight he found that his
formerly petty borrowing powers were now practically unlimited, his
Bunniah being ready to accommodate him to any extent.

Here we have eloquent witness to the moment of intrusion and to the impact
of the money economy. What, however, more precisely, were the legal
mechanisms created by the British?

THE LAW, LAW COURTS AND LITIGATION

It is important to note in the context of debt and land alienation, that the
British had always recognised a distinction in Punjab's Customary Law
between ancestral and acquired land. But they now gave it a significance
which it never had previously. The limitation of inalienability which was
attached to ancestral land under the Sikhs did always prevent its transfer.
There was a significant clause in the formulation of this law which meant
very little under during Sikh times, namely, that the land was deemed
inalienable 'save in the case of dire necessity'. That now acquired a quite
different meaning. Debt constituted personal liability, and it was within the
competence of the British courts, administering what was essentially the
English Law of Contract, to enforce this liability, even if it meant
sanctioning the sale of ancestral land. The activity of the courts in enforcing
this liability, was reflected in the enormous increase in litigation involving
debt.

In 1866 alone the proportion of suits registered in the Punjab was one
for every 90 persons. This was about three times the number of suits
registered in Bengal and the Central Provinces, and about four-and-a-half
times that in the United Provinces. These figures indicate very strongly that
compared to other provinces in India, the Punjab appeared to have a
particularly serious problem of debt. Table 1 shows the number of court
cases brought by litigants for recovery of money owed to them, which
involved mainly the recovery of loans advanced by money-lenders to
agriculturists.



1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

96,222
90,697
105,506
121,597
144,956
166,679
168,209
169,937
177,279
173,224
187,895
183,421
191,635
208,862
213,987
212,967
209,492
213,895
21,297
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TABLE 1
INCREASE IN LITIGATION IN THE PUNJAB, 1866-84

Year No. of Suits Disposed of for Money No. of Civil Courts Sitting

392
409
405
434
433
442
505
497
501
595
596
490
(?)
469
450
438
444
440

Source: Thorburn [1886: 76].

The table shows that within the space of 20 years the number of suits
involving repayment of debt more than doubled, making the Punjab an
exceedingly litigious province.

The development of a market in land also increased the importance of the
'acquired' category of land: it was now possible for individuals to acquire
land in ways other than by succession, as for example through purchase,
auctions, opening up of culturable waste, government awards, and so on.

THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

The establishment of judicial and quasi-judicial institutions by the British to
deal with legislation relating to debt mortgages and land alienation, greatly
facilitated the process of land alienation. It was by no means the 'originator
of debt,' as Thorburn [1904, 1896] comes close to implying.27 But the
British courts greatly facilitated indebtedness by altering the customary
arrangements of the Punjab which affected debt and land alienation, and by
accommodating customary rules to the changing economic and social
conditions of the Province.28 Specifically, the British courts issued decrees
ordering the transfer of land from the debtor to the money-lender for non-
payment of a debt.
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This was quite different from the situation under the Sikhs and early
British rule. During the latter there was a somewhat intricate mechanism
and procedure which had to be followed before land could be alienated.
This is described in one of the earliest Punjab Settlement Reports written in
the early 1850s and published in 1859. Davidson, in the Ludhiana
Settlement Report 1859 states that:

Any member of the cultivating community falling into balances, it is
the right, first of his kinsmen to claim his holding, and pay the revenue
affixed to it. His relations declining or these being none, the defaulters
land becomes the common property of the subdivision of the village
in which they are situated, all the shares in that subdivision being,
according to their shares, alike interested in the property. Should they
refuse it, the Lumberdar alone of that subdivision, has a right to claim
it. If the Lumberdar, too, refuses then any other subdivision, or the
whole village, jointly, may become the proprietors of the share in
question. And it is not until the whole village jointly, and every
individual share singly, has rejected the vacant property, that it falls to
the District Officers duty, to provide for the management of the lands,
by a farming lease, or sale [1859: 72-3]. [I]t is not until all the sharers
in the village, individually and collectively, have refused to take the
lands sought to be transferred; at the price or term offered; or if
through collusion between the transferer and the transferee he brings
forward, the prices or terms be objected to by the co-parceners; then
at such price of sale, or terms of transfer, as may be adjusted by
assessors under the District Officer's immediate control; that any
portion of the village land can be made over permanently, to any one
not belonging to the community. If ever sales of the rights and interest
of any individual sharer should be ordered, in execution of a decree of
the Civil Court, it will be of the utmost that the principles embodied
in these rules should be strictly, and in all equity, acted up to. These
rules only refer to permanent transfers; not to mortgages. I would
recommend their extension to all transfers. The unrestricted
temporary admission of a stranger, I think, would aggravate the
disarrangement liable to ensue in the village affairs [1859: 78].

INTRODUCTION OF THE CONCEPT OF 'NECESSITY'

This is illustrated by the law regarding personal responsibility with respect
to debt and land alienation. Under early British rule, as we have seen,
although an owner was not formally allowed to alienate ancestral land at
will, this did not prevent him from doing so 'under necessity'. Necessity,
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created by government revenue and other debt, pressed hard on the poorer
sections of the peasantry. Debts had to be met, for the courts were quite
clear that individual obligation must be enforced. The alienation of land
under conditions v/hich constituted legal necessity was accordingly upheld
by courts. Thus a debtor had to pay off his debts, even if it meant selling
ancestral land.29 The significance of the evolution of the 'modern' legal
system under the British may be gauged from the fact that during early
British rule and up to 1866 the possibility of alienating land to a money-
lender as a result of debt was severely constrained, because these cases were
dealt with by the revenue section of judicial process, and the approval of the
Judicial Commissioner was needed. It became rather easier from 1866 up to
the enactment of the 1901 Land Alienation Act, when cases relating to debt,
mortgage and land alienation were treated as normal civil suits.30

The significance of the British courts is also illustrated by changes in the
law regarding mortgaging of land: the system of mortgage prevailing in the
Punjab up to the early 1870s allowed for the possibility of redemption. This
possibility was precluded after the setting up of Civil Courts, which also
coincided with the fact that land became a good investment for the money-
lenders [Thorburn, 1896: 49; Mathur, 1966].31

The new form of mortgage which emerged was particularly pernicious:
the mortgagee was placed in usufructuary possession of the land on the
agreement that the profits of the land were to be considered equivalent to
interest of the debt only, so that until the mortgagor paid off the principal he
remain dispossessed. However, since the mortgagor was deprived of all
means of repaying the principal, he was de facto dispossessed; and after the
lapse of six years the mortgagee became the actual proprietor under the Law
of Limitation [PAR,1S76: 30].

EVOLUTION OF THE LAW COURTS AND THE 'NEW LEGISLATION'

The new conception of personal liability regarding debt, alienation, etc.,
underlying the courts' functions in the Punjab was accompanied by changes
in the institutional structure of these courts. A Chief Court was established
in Lahore in 1866, which took the place of the Judicial Commissioner, and
the Regulation Code of Civil Procedures operating in the North-West
Provinces of India was extended to the Punjab, and lawyers were permitted
to plead in all courts [Thorburn, 1904: 234].32 In 1874-75 two new kinds of
civil courts, chiefly for the adjudication of claims for money lent were
created, as were the posts of munsiffs and judicial assistants. These along
with the changes in the Law of Limitation which stipulated the period of
recovery of debt, greatly increased suits in the courts, as described in Table
1 above. The Chief Court and its 500 subordinate courts, administered laws
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adapted from 'every statute book in Europe', and including the debt-
registering and collecting agency gave rise to 'a carnival of litigation' and a
'locust-swarm' of lawyers, pleaders and lesser judicial personnel
[Thorburn, 1904: 240]. Moreover, '[t]he Punjab administrative machine had
been improved into a beautiful finished and intricate arrangement of wheels,
which, great and small, from Lieutenant-Governor to collector's baillif,
from Chief Court to munsiff's process-server, worked in frictionless
subordination to the scientific ideal of perfection in a government
unsympathetic to centralisation'[ibid.].

With the establishment of the Civil Court, the power both of private
arbitration and the adjudications of the settlement officers declined, both of
which were encouraged during the period of so-called 'patriarchal' rule in
the Punjab.33

THE LAWS OF LIMITATION

The significance of the British legal system is further shown by changes in
the law of limitation. These were frequently modified and had a profound
impact on debt and mortgaging and the magnitude of land alienation,
because they stipulated the 'pay-back' period of the debtor. Immediately
after annexation the period for the recovery of debts on bonds or accounts
was twelve years; in 1856 the limit was reduced to six years; in 1859 the
limit of six years was retained for debt on bonds below Rs50 and on
registered bonds for and above Rs50, but it was reduced to three years for
debt based on unregistered bonds above Rs50 and on accounts. In 1867 and
again in 1871, the limit for suits on registered bonds was set at six years,
and for suits on unregistered bonds and accounts, at three years [PAR,1876:
27: para.12]. These shortened periods for repayment, plus the efficiency of
the Courts, greatly facilitated the alienation of land in default of repaying
loans secured on mortgage.

In transforming the judicial system in the Punjab it is clear that in
general the colonial authorities do not appear to have envisaged the
economic, social and political consequences of their action. When the
dynamic set in motion by them appeared to be getting out of control they
attempted to 'roll-back' the legislation which they had so eagerly enacted.

DEVELOPMENT OF A MARKET IN LAND: SALES AND MORTGAGE

The process described above resulted in relatively large-scale alienation of
land, and particularly worrying to the authorities was the alienation to the
non-landowning money-lending castes. As we shall see later, the views of
the British authorities on the magnitude, causes, consequences and the
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solutions to this problem differed significantly.The development of a market
in land is reflected in the increase in sales from 1866 to 1894. This is shown
in Table 2.

TABLE 2
AVEF.AGE ANNUAL SALE OF LAND IN PUNJAB 1866-94

Period Average Annual Sale of Land (acres)

1866-1874 88,000
1875-1879 93,000
1880-1884 160,000
1885-1889 310,000
1890-1894 338,000

Source: Calvert [1925: 263].

There was also a significant increase in the land under mortgage. But
before discussing this I describe briefly the main types of mortgages in
operation in Punjab in order to understand some of the specific ways in
which cultivators were compelled to alienate their land. Mortgages were of
two main kinds and these are explained succinctly by Fagan in the
Montgomery District Settlement Report of 1899 [1899: 29-30].

The first type of mortgage, according to this Report was known as the
lekha-mukhi, whereby the mortgager generally managed the cultivation.
The mortgagee paid the revenue and appropriated the produce. Accounts
were compiled annually and interest charged. If the produce was in excess
of the expenses the surplus was credited to the mortgagor, and if less, he was
debited with the deficiency. Often the mortgagee took possession and
managed the property. In the second form of mortgage, called viaj panara,
no accounts were kept and no interest charged. By this, the mortgagor held
the land until the mortgage was paid up. This was an ordinary usufructuary,
and the mortgagee assumed all losses and took all the profits. A clause for
conditional sale after a fixed period (known as bai bil-wafa) was included
in the deed in both forms of mortgage. Given the high interest charged and
the mortgagees ability to manipulate the prices at which the produce was
credited, the lekha-mukhi form in effect precluded any possibility of
redemption.

Of particular concern was the lekha-mukhi mortgage which had emerged
from about the mid-1870s onwards. This was virtually impossible to
redeem, and almost inevitably resulted in alienation of land to the money-
lender. The viaj panara mortgage was the more prominant up to the early
1870s. This was redeemable, because the rental of the land under
usufructuary mortgage was normally considered by the mortgagee to be
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equivalent to the full interest of the whole mortgage debt. Under this
redemption was possible any time, or after a fixed period, whenever this
was convenient to the mortgagor, by the payment of the original mortgage
money and no more [Thorburn, 1896: 49]. Under this type of mortgage a
thrifty owner could secure redemption [ibid.].

There was a steady increase in the mortgaged area in the Punjab during
the same period as the sale of land described in Table 2: between 1875-76
and 1899-1900 the mortgaged area increased slightly over 200 per cent
[Revenue Report, 1900-1].

Some districts had more acreage under mortgage than others: Gurdaspur,
Sialkot and Kohat had 25.5, 25.1, and 20.4 per cent of cultivated area under
mortgage; as compared to Ambala, Muzaffargarh, Gurgaon and Shahpur
districts which had respectively, 15.2, 15.3, and 15.9 per cent.34 The levels
of land under mortgage differed between districts and sometimes between
tahsils of the same district. The differences in mortgage were due to
different levels of debt in the districts and tahsils. Some of the main causes
of debt have been mentioned already, and these ranged from poverty and
inability to pay revenue demands, to borrowing for capital investment and
financing an extravagant life-style by mortgagers. On the other hand the
increase in the value of land made it an attractive security for the mortgagee
to part with cash.

The process of increasing debt and the transference of land to money-
lenders was recorded by the Settlement Officers in the various districts,
though not to a uniform quality or quantity. It is illuminating to consider
some of these.

SETTLEMENT OFFICERS ON INCREASING DEBT AND
TRANSFERENCE OF LAND
The following, relating to Sialkot District, describes the conditions typical
of most of the Province:

In 1865 both the zamindars and money-lenders had hardly begun to
realise the stability of tenure assured to the former by the British rule
and the consequent large increase in the value of security they could
offer in the eventof their requiring loans. There was therefore up to
that date little alienation of land either by way of sale or mortgage.
Since then the process of expropriation of old land-owning class has
gone on briskly. The causes for this are similar to those which have
operated in the other districts of the Punjab, and are well known
[Prinsep, 1895: para 11].

There were, it was urged, general processes at work.
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In the Jhang District, it was observed that:

The real and true cause of all our woe was the mistaken and misplaced
gift of full transferable proprietary right in land to the cultivator, and
with it of a vast credit, only limited by the value of that proprietary
right. It is only of late that there has been an awakening to the true
facts of the case, but the cause stated is the true one. I have not the
slightest doubt that the thrifty and unembarrassed zamindar can be
counted on one's fingers. So long as a zamindar has credit, so long
will he borrow; and so long as he borrows, shall we find our annual
returns of land transfers slowly but surely and steadily increasing. The
sole basis of his credit is his transferable property in the land. Take
this away, and all the security that the money-lender has is the annual
out-run of the crops. In such a case we should not hear of zamindars
being thousands of rupees in debt. Their credit would shrink, and their
debts, too. There are numbers of villages alongside thebar in east of
Kot-Esasah, in which there is hardly a single mortgage. Why?
Because cultivation is uncertain, and the mortgagee might find the
mortgaged land well abandoned in a few months, and himself saddled
with the revenue. It is not good enough. Here the zamindars have no
credit, and they are not in debt, except to a small amount. You do not
find tenants-at-will over head and ears in debt. They are in debt, it is
true, but the limit is the amount that the Bunniah considers is pretty
certain to be repaid to him at the next harvest [Steedman, 1882: 95].

In Muzaffargarh district there was a significant difference in economic
conditions of Muslims and Hindus:

No material difference in welfare exists between tenants with
occupancy rights and tenants-at-will in this district. The average area
owned by proprietors and tenants is five acres. Both proprietors and
tenants have an area for grazing, which is practically unlimited. Both
proprietors and tenants live in what is literally a hand to mouth way.
Each harvest barely suffices for the wants of the half-year, and is
almost always forestalled by borrowing. In regard to their economic
state and habils, the agricultural classes naturally group themselves
into Mahomedans and Hindus, the Mahomedans being five times the
number of Hindus. Of the Mahomedan proprietors, 70% are in debt.
Of the Hindu proprietors, 30% are in debt. It is very difficult to
estimate what proportions the average indebtedness of the proprietors
bears to the average yearly income. The lowest estimate in the
materials before me says, that the amount borrowed yearly is equity to
30% of the yearly income of the indebted proprietors. The highest
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estimate gives the debts as 80% of the yearly income. Of the
Mahomedan tenants 40% and of the Hindu tenants 20% are in debt.
The yearly debts of the tenants are equal to 20% of their yearly income.
The cause of the difference between the number of indebted among
Mahomedans and Hindus, respectively, is to be found in the difference
of the habits of each class. Mahomedans are mostly spendthrift and
improvident: the Hindus are the reverse. Mahomedans are nearly
always uneducated: Hindus are always more or less educated. Hindus
usually avoid acts that that would bring them within the reach of the
criminal law, while Mahomedans supply almost the whole criminal
population, and so incur the expenses which follow from being
suspected by the police and being prosecuted. Mahomedans have only
one source of income, viz., agriculture. Hindus, who own and cultivate
land, almost always combine money-lending and trade with
agriculture. Hindus acquire land as payment for debt. Mahomedans
generally borrow money to buy land [O'Brien, 1884].

In this district at least Hindu-Muslim polarity had at its basis the credit-
debt and mortgagee-mortgager relationship, so that configurations of class
and religious ideology were compounded, though the evidence on this is
equivocal if interpreted through Thorburn [1886: 51], who states:

A few Musulman's here and there in the Cis-Indus openly lend money
on interest, braving the scorn of their co-religionists. On the frontier,
in fact, wherever Mahommedanism is dominant, he who hoards
money, or is suspected of secretly lending it out on interest, is reviled
and despised as a sordid renegade.

It is significant that despite the overall similarity between Muslim and
Hindu cultivators with regard to Customary Law, Muslims tended as a rule
to abide by the Islamic prohibition against the taking of interest, though as
we have seen earlier, Muslims were able to extract interest from borrowers
through the surplus product, though obviously this is a more cumbersome
mode of doing so. Consequently the rural money-lenders who acquired the
upper hand were nearly always Hindus. However, the important point is that
Muslims tended to occupy different positions in the economic and social
formation of early modern Punjab, in spite of similarity with regard to
Customary Law, and it is this which crystallised the credit-debt relationship
as Hindu-Muslim polarity.

TWO VIEWS OF THE PROBLEM

There were two quite different views on the problem of debt and land
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alienation in the Punjab even into the 1870s, although, as shown in table 1
above the number of suits disposed of for money had increased from 96,222
in 1866 to 173,224 in 1875; and the number of civil courts sittings had gone
up from 392 to 595 in. These two views may be seen in the various
Settlement Reports but also in other sources.

An interesting discussion is contained in official documents published in
Lahore in 1876 [GoPb, 1876].'5 One view is that of Mr Justice PS. Melvill.36

He tells us:

[I]n parts of the Jullunder and Hoshiarpur districts; which are the very
richest districts in the Punjab, and where revenue assessment is
admittedly light, land has been, and is now being daily, transferred, by
sale or mortgage, to money-lenders in payment of old and new claims,
and chiefly because of meeting the demand for interest, passed and
current [GoPb, 1876: para: 4].

Melvill further goes on to state that apart from the hardship and injustice
that this inflicts on the very backbone of the country comprised of a patient
and industrious people, 'which pays the larger portion of the Government
revenue with wonderful punctuality', there is a serious political danger from
the trading classes who had assumed the power of rendering the lives of
their debtors miserable, and of depriving them, either by the direct action of
our courts, or by the threat of instituting a suit, of their ancestral lands [ibid.:
para: 5]. Further legislation was advocated to reduce the incidence of debt
and land alienation. This included limiting the rate of interest charged by
money-lenders because under British rule the security for the recovery of
debt was so much better, both because of the efficiency of the courts and the
improved economic: conditions of the cultivators; in other words, creditors
were more secure as regards their debtors than they were before the
introduction of British rule37 [ibid.: 17].

The other change in legislation suggested was in relation to the Law of
Limitation, which stipulated the period in which a debt had to be repaid. In
the 1870s it stood at six years for registered bonds and three years for
unregistered bonds. Melvill, amongst others, wanted to increase it to 12
years [ibid.]. It was also suggested that imprisonment for non-payment of
debt should be abolished; for it was thought that the shame of being sent to
prison hastened the process of alienation land rather than finding the means
to repay the debt. It was also urged that there should be a limit upon the
credit of the landowners, which was to be secured by placing restrictions on
the voluntary transfer of land in payment of debt; and that mortgages should
only be allowed for the lifetime of the mortgagor to a creditor [ibid.: 28:
para: 14].

A contrary view to Melvill's was provided by Mr Justice Lindsay, Judge,
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Chief Court, Punjab [ibid.: 21]: '[In] my opinion any interference [through
legislation] is inadvisable. The bania, the village banker, is not alone the
beast of prey that he is made out to be ... .' He argued that the main cause
of debt among the agriculturists was the extravagance of the borrower.
Moreover, Lindsay continues:

I am no advocate for the sale of land indiscriminately by order of
court, but there are cases where there is no remedy, and the sale of the
debtors' land must take place . I do not see the policy of maintaining
land-holders at any price.What is the use of supporting a thoroughly
careless, extravagant landlord? Our policy should be to maintain those
who maintain themselves, to teach them, if possible, habits of thrift,
and to point out to them the good results of careful habits, the evil
result of extravagance; and this will never be effected by bolstering up
every extravagant man simply because he owns land [ibid.: 19].

Non-interventionists, such as Lindsay, cited statistics from the Annual
Report to show that there was nothing alarming in the incidence of debt and
land alienation in general and to money-lenders in particular. For example,
during the year 1874-75 there were 5,952 cases of sale, of which all but 341
were voluntary; so that taking the number of properties at 3,164,457, the
number shown in the 1868 Census, only one proprietor out of 540 parted
with his land during the year. The aggregate area of land sold was 79,750
acres. This was in the proportion of about four-fifths of an acre per square
mile of assessed area, about two and one-third acres per square mile of land
actually cultivated [ibid.: 39].

On mortgages the statistics showed that in 1874-5, 180,110 acres, being
less than two acres per square mile of assessed area, and less than six acres
per square mile of cultivation, were mortgaged, and 35,712 acres were
redeemed from mortgaged. Of the land mortgaged, 169,087 acres were
mortgaged on account of debt, and 11,023 acres in order to raise capital for
improvement. Of the lands under mortgage the Annual Report for 1874-75
showed that five-sixths were in possession of the mortgager, and of these
mortgagers 74,498 were agriculturists, and 65,404 non-agriculturists. The
data indicated that land is most extensively under mortgage in the division
of Umballa, Jullunder, and Mooltan [sic]; and of these, the two former are
known to be eminently prosperous. And that in the case of Mooltan, where
the greatest proportion of land is in mortgage, and where there are some
difficulties of revenue uncumberment, 85 per cent of the cultivated area is
unencumbered [ibid.: 40]. With regard to debt and alienation, Lindsay states
that the statistics:

[A]ppear fully to confirm the opinion expressed that there is nothing
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alarming in the extent to which, or the manner in which, land in the
Punjab is being sold or mortgaged; the number and extent of the
transactions are, it will be seen, insignificantly small; even if all of
them were in favour of the money-lending class, they would not
exceed or even nearly equal, the amount what might safely accompany
the natural and healthy development of wealth. But it now appears that
the bulk of transaction are effected, not with money-lenders, but with
brother agriculturists,38 while the fact that the value of land is rapidly
rising is sufficient proof that they are not generally caused by any
undue pressure of the government assessment [ibid.: 40].

There are a number of issues inherent in the views of Melvill and
Lindsay, though I shall confine my comments to those concerning alienation
of land and its relationship to prosperity or poverty. The two views fail to
see that prosperity in a district need not preclude poverty in that same
district. The larger owners of land might prosper because of high prices of
agricultural produce, increasing values of land, high rentals, and so on.
Small owners might be impoverished by low incomes because of the small
scale of their cultivation, and by higher prices, because they might not meet
their own consumption needs.

In fact, as the statements in the various settlement reports mentioned in
this article show, th; smaller owners of land were always in a precarious
economic situation, and it took only a minor mishap to cause a major set
back to this class of cultivators and fall further into the debt nexus of the
money-lender, leading to mortgage and sales. Put another way, both
Melvill's and Lindsay's views were conceptually limited, inasmuch as they
failed to recognise that differentiation of the cultivating class does not
preclude the poverty of some existing with prosperity of others. It would be
true to say that at both the level of the districts (with obvious variations in
these) and the Punjab as a whole, it is prosperity and poverty that best
describes the economic and social conditions of the Province, rather than
debt following prosperity.

It is curious that during the 1870s, when official awareness and
interpretation of debt and land alienation was somewhat low, some
settlement officers had begun to voice great concern at this phenomenon.39

But the opposite held as well.
During the 1880s and 1890s, when official opinion began fully to

recognise the problem, there were settlement officers who either minimised
the extent of the problem, or did not foresee dangers in the process of
increased debt and land alienation. Grant, writing in the 1892 Amritsar
Settlement Report states:

The district as a whole has prospered under a light assessment steadily
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during the last 30 years, and though a full fifth in Amritsar and Ajnala
[tehsils] and more than an eight of the land in Tarn Taran has been sold
and mortgaged within that period ... There is one redeeming feature,
namely, that only a small portion has passed into the hands of
professional money-lenders. With these latter the more prosperous of
the agriculturists are able to compete ... [I]t may be taken that
alienation has not reached serious proportions in this area yet. Parts of
Ajnala [tehsil] are no doubt encumbered with a regrettable amount of
debt, but throughout the most of the district indebtedness is not
prominent. It is least in those parts which are least dependent on
artificial irrigation for the success of the harvest, and its greater
prevalence in other and more highly farmed parts of the district points
to the heavy money payments on account of canal water, and the
expense of making and working irrigation wells, as being foremost
among the causes which lead the agriculturist into debt.

Similarly, the Gurdaspur Settlement Report 1892, acknowledges the
extent of debt and alienation but sees nothing alarming in the process; and
the causes given for this process are different from those in Amritsar.40 The
Jullunder Settlement Report [Purser,l%92] shows that there is a great deal
of debt, but argues that comparatively 'little of it is of a hopeless
kind'[1892: 70] The mortgage money exceeded the redemption money by
11 lakhs of rupees; and the mortgage debt of the district was increasing by
an amount which represented about one-fourth of the annual revenue. More
than half of the mortgages were to new agriculturists. According to this
Report, of the total sales and mortgages not more than one-half of the land
alienated was passing into the hands of money-lenders [ibid.].

In spite of these figures, the Report states that 'there is nothing, at
present at all events, to cause alarm in the matter of land alienations in this
district' [ibid.]. However, the Report predicted that the amount of debt in
this district was likely to increase and not to diminish. But it may increase
considerably before it becomes an object of anxiety in the district, though
'as regards special traits and special classes it may require careful
consideration much earlier' [ibid.: 73].

We may turn to the opposite view. In the Gujranwala Settlement Report
[O'Dwyer, 1894] referred to earlier, the analysis of debt and land alienation,
takes a much more serious view of the situation:

... 16.5 per cent of the total area excluding Government waste, and
21.5 per cent, of the cultivated area, paying 27 per cent of the
assessment has within 2441 years been alienated by sale or mortgage,
the area sold being about 15 per cent, in excess of the area mortgaged.
The worst feature in the statistics is that 53 per cent, of the sold area,
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and 69 per cent, of the mortgaged area, have passed into the hands of
money-lenders who have thus got hold of 60 per cent, of the area
alienated, and are now in possession of 13.5 per cent, of the
cultivation, viz., 6lA per cent, by sale, IVA per cent, by mortgage.
[And] the worst feature of this tendency of the land to pass out of the
hands of the old owners is that the the process is becoming more rapid
every year ... There is at present no indication of any check or re-
action, and unless something is done to restrict the expanding credit
of the propriety body or save them from the usurer by a system of
State loans, £.ccompanied by a more liberal and elastic revenue policy
than has prevailed in the past, the process of expropriation must
continue to increase as the value of land rises, and the profits derived
from and the consideration attached to its possession increases [1894:
24].

According to this settlement report, whilst only one per cent of land
had been sold and one per cent was on mortgage at the previous settlement
(in 1874), during the current settlement, sales and mortgages amounted
to 16.5 per cent of total land, and 21.5 per cent of the cultivated area; this
being 27 per cent of the assessment and to the value of 36.25 lakh rupees
[ibid.: 23]. On this view, intervention was necessary to control a serious
situation. But wha: manner of intervention? It would come with the 1901
Act.

INCREASE IN THE VALUE OF LAND

Land had become a sought after commodity because of the enormous
increase in its value, and hence its emergence as a secure and worthwhile
investment. This was related to a number of factors. First, the national and
international market for the produce of the land had expanded. Second,
individual ownership and the right to alienate land through the law courts
had been put on a secure legal footing. This enabled creditors to acquire
land of indebted clients against the security of their credit. Third, the rise in
population contributed also to an increase in the price of land. Fourth, the
lack of alternative employment opportunities and limited possibilities for
new cultivation, especially in the densely populated old districts, increased
the demand for land and therefore induced a steady increase in its price.
Thus, for example the average price of cultivated land increased from
rupees 15 per acre in 1870-71 to rupees 77 per acre in 1900-1. The rise in
the sale price of cultivated land per acre indicated the development of a
market in land. The rise was as follows:
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TABLE 3
LAND PRICES IN THE PUNJAB FROM 1870-71 TO 1900-01

Year Average Price of Cultivated Land in Rupees per acre

1870-71 15
1875-76 20
1880-81 18.5
1881-86 36
1890-91 61
1895-96 59
1900-01 77

Source: Revenue Reports for the respective years.

TABLE 4
SALE PRICE OF CULTIVATED LAND PER ACRE IN RUPEES, 1896-97 TO 1907-8

Year Sale Price of Cultivated Acre 1896-97=100

1896-97 74 100
1897-98 77 104
1898-99 79 106
1899-1900 78 105
1900-01 80 108
1901-02 66 89
1902-03 66 89
1903-04 80 108
1904-05 82 110
1905-06 82 , 1 1 0
1906-07 98 132
1907-08 97 131

Source: Report on the Punjab Alienation of Land Act of 1901 (for respective years).

Ownership of land had become a desirable objective, responding both to
the development of the market in land, and further developing that market
by increasing the demand for land. O'Dwyer in the Gujranwala Settlement
Report mentioned above, states that more people were seeking to acquire
land because:

The increased profits to be derived from it on account of the moderate
Standard of assessment introduced at last settlement and the high
prices of Produce since prevailing, b) The increased consideration
attached to its possession, c) The great accumulation of money,
formerly hoarded up, but now made available for investment, and the
decrease of those local forms of investment, e.g, the carrying trade,
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which formerly absorbed surplus capital, so that all local capital now
seeks the la:nd, which is regarded as the safest and most permanent
security [1894: 24].

THE BRITISH RESPONSE
The rate at which money lenders acquired land from the cultivating
population in the Punjab, is expressed by O'Dwyer in his 1894 Settlement
report, greatly alarmed the British Government. Their response was the
Alienation of Land Act of 1901. The Act was designed to prevent the
alienation of land to 'non-agriculturists' (i.e. professional money-lenders)
but it did not abolish the market in land or do away with the need for the
role of the rural money-lender. Nor was the professional money-lender
eliminated from the credit market and completely displaced by the
agriculturist or landowning money-lender. The Gujranwala Settlement
Report of 1902-7, [Lall, 1908: 2] for example states that in the Hafizabad
tehsil of the District:

Land speculation has been active and alienations in the decade [since
the last assessment in 1894] have been numerous. Wealthy khatri and
arora owners of extensive waste areas, which they were holding in
unprofitable tenure pending the advent of the canal, have now planted
them with tenants whose industry has brought them a large, sudden,
and recent accessing of wealth.

However, the major result of the Act was an increase in the importance of
agriculturist money-lenders who by the Second World War had about half the
total agricultural debt of the province owing to them [Darling, 1947: 197-9 ].

Thus land continued to be bought and sold, leased and mortgaged. This
process was accentuated by the very great increase in population (shown in
table 5), and the constant subdivision of rights to land, which made the
increasingly small sr cultivators more vulnerable to the conditions which
indebted them to money-lenders.

The subdivision of land left different options for various classes of
owners. For the larger owners, purchase of additional land was clearly an
option. The smaller owners had the 'option' of maintaining viable holdings
by renting land, or of leasing or selling their plots and seeking a livelihood
elsewhere. In fact by far the greater proportion of the cultivated land in the
Punjab was held in relatively larger holdings (of over 15 acres), although the
great majority of the peasants owned very small plots (as shown in Table 6).
In other words the subdivision of inherited land could be compensated by
the acquisition of leased or purchased individual rights enabling the
maintenance of relatively large holdings.
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POPULATION GROWTH, DIFFERENTIATION AND CONSOLIDATION

TABLE 5
POPULATION GROWTH IN THE PUNJAB (AND NWFP)., 1855-1941

Year Total Population

1855 12,718,000
1868 17,612,000
1881 22,712,000
1891 25,130,000
1901 26,880,000
1911 25,960,000
1921 30,178,000
1931 31,962,000
1941 . 39,726,000

Source: Punjab Census Reports'1 (compiled from Reports for the various years).

TABLE 6
SISE AND DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS IN THE PUNJAB, 1924

Holdings (in acres) Percentage of Percentage of area thus owned
Owners involved

1.0
11.0
26.6
35.6
25.7

Source: From figures contained in Calvert [1925].

In some ways the Punjab was unique because at annexation it had
'surplus' land classified as culturable waste, which came under the plough
when the massive irrigation canals were constructed from the 1880s
onwards, and opened up the Canal Colonies.43 Table 6 clearly shows that
differentiation of the peasantry had taken root in the Punjab, and that
ownership of new land in the canal colonies had greatly increased the
concentration of land without halting the differentiation of the peasantry
[Hamid, 1982].

CONCLUSION
The aim of the Alienation of Land Act was to prevent owners alienating
their land to the professional money-lender, and to confine alienation to
other designated 'agricultural' tribes and caste. An assessment of its impact

Less than 1
1 to less than 5
5 to less than 15
15 to less than 50
50 and over

17.9
40.4
26.2
11.8
3.7
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must, however, be analysed in a separate article. Suffice it to say here that
the problems which it sought to address survived into the post-1947 era and
had their roots in the 1849-1901 period: most notably the rise of money-
lending or usury capital.

The situation that the Act was intended to deal with was the result of the
transformation of economic, social and legal structures of the Punjab
effected under British rule to serve its interests. The political economy of
the Punjab under Slikh rule was described to show some of the essential
differences between the latter, and the Punjab under British rule. In
particular, the way the system of land revenue collection, private property
in land and the new judicial system upholding the right to alienate
individual property and enforcing the liability to repay debt, configured
under British rule to gave rise to endemic debt, mortgaging and alienation
of land, a situation much different from that existing under the Sikhs. The
economic and social structures established under British rule continued
after the post-1947 period in both the Indian and Pakistani Punjab,
particularly in relation to financing of agricultural production, and the
continuing importance of 'non-institutional' sources of capital.

NOTES

1. One crore= 100 Lakh s= 10 million.
2. The magnitude of debt for undivided Bengal was rupees 100 crore and for the North-West

Frontier Province, rupees 11 crore [Ibid.].
3. The Report states:'No recognised professional agency has yet [after partitions] taken the

place of the Hindu and Sikh banias in West Pakistan, though Shaikhs and Khojas in certain
parts of Punjab are stated to have taken to money-lending on quite appreciable scale. In
several cases Zamindars have also become money-lenders [and] Pathans have penetrated into
some rural districts [1931: 77].

4. The figures are derived from the districts of Hoshiarpur, Jullunder and Hissar. There are
differences in the levels of borrowings from the money-lenders between the districts as well
as between the different classes of cultivators. For example in Hissar, the category of 'small
cultivators' secured 65 per cent of their loans from professional money-lenders, as compared
to 23.9 and 32.1 per cent, respectively for the same category of cultivators in Hoshiarpur and
Jullunder. [1957: 566-67]

5. For example larger owners of land and arthis (commission agents) recoverd their loans in the
shape of produce priced at low harvest levels whereas the credit was given at the higher
'between-season' prices. Thus the higher quantity of produce appropriated from the
borrower is nothing but interest (disguised) in the form of surplus product.

6. It is interesting to note that in Pakistan in 1985 institutional sources of rural credit for
agriculture was 37 per cent of all such credit advanced [Government of Pakistan, 1988: 446].
In India The Reserve Bank of India's Report of 1990 stated that in India 'the years since 1961
have witnessed a colossal expansion of numbers in all credit systems '[1990: 9]. However,
the Report goes on to say that 'the money-lender has not gone away' and indicates that 70
per cent of rural credit is still obtained from non-institutional sources [1990: 10].

7. The boundaries of the Punjab were re-drawn several times over the years. In 1849 the Punjab
comprised all the Sikh territories as well as the eastern districts previously acquired by the
British. In 1858 Delhi Division was merged with the Punjab, only to be separated in 1911
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when Delhi became the Federal Capital of India. In 1877 the State of Jammu and Kashmir
was removed from the authority of the Punjab Government. Finally, in 1901 the North West
Frontier Province was constituted, comprising the five districts of Dera Ismail Khan, Bannu,
Kohat and Hazara, and a large tribal belt inhabited by the semi-independent Pathan tribes. A
detailed description of these changes are in Trevaskis [1928] The Punjab of Today.

8. The Settlement Reports were produced in two stages. In the first stage, summary assessments
of the revenue demand, called Settlements, were made throughout the Province. This was
carried out very rapidly - each officer was to make a settlement with the headmen of a village
of from 1000 to 3000 villages in the course of one year - and involved the demarcation of
village boundaries, and fixing of liability for the payment of revenue. Soon after the
Summary Settlements, the second stage or Regular Settlements was carried out. Part of the
objectives of these Regular Settlements was the assessment of revenue payable annually for
the next twenty or thirty years. In this connection a Settlement Manual was produced to
standardise the information obtained by the Settlement Officer, that is the well-known
Punjab Settlement Manual, by James Douie [n.d.].

9. During the period under consideration, that is, 1849 to 1901 the Punjab was divided into nine
divisions and 33 districts. The administrative structure of the District was as follows: The
judicial affairs of the district were under the control of the District and Sessions Judge whose
authority extended over a number of districts. Purely administrative and fiscal matters were
under the control of the Commissioner whose jurisdiction extended over the Division. The
territorial units over which the competence of these two officials was exercised were not
coterminous. The Deputy Commissioner had a number of Assistant or Extra Assistant
Commissioners to help him. There were also one or two sub-judges, under the Sessions
Judge, who were assisted by a number of munsifs, the latter providing courts of first instance
for suits of small value in civil matters. Honorary Magistrates and Judges supplemented the
official staff. The district was divided into a number of areas called tahsils, each under a
tahsildar, who held minor magisterial and fiscal powers. Under the tahsildar were a number
of zaildars each in charge of a circle (zail) of 20 to thirty villages. Each village in turn, was
under a Head Lumberdar, who was appointed from among a number of Lumberdars in the
village. Incidentally, the word Lumberdar comes from a corruption of the English word
'number' because each village was given a number for Revenue purposes.

10. Debt, mortgaging and money-lending activity varied across the Province: The Gurdaspur
Settlement Report, of 1859, as well as other Reports written soon after annexation, do
indicate the prevalence of this phenomenon: The Gurdaspur Report [1859: 21] indicates that
cultivators borrowed from money-lenders at the rate of 25 per cent annual interest; this need
to borrow arising largely because of the Sikh practice of kankut or the collection of revenue
before the crop was cut. However, there is a tendency for British Administrators to
exaggerate the situation of 'before' and 'after' British rule in the Punjab, with a view to
presenting the latter in a better light. Whilst high rates of interest might have been charged
in some instances and in some areas, in general the rates of interest as well the method of
payment of the land revenue seem to have been in general much less oppresive than
suggested by British authorities. Banerjee [1982: 7-8] says that the rate of interest appears
generally to have been about one per cent; a higher rate was not charged because of the
prevalence of the customary practice of the dam dupat principle, under which the interest on
a loan accumulated only to the extent of the capital and never in excess of this. Even if a
higher rate of exaction was attempted, state officials prevented the move. Moreover, at the
village level, the loan was paid out of the surplus of the first good harvest, and usurious
interest was not charged.

11. Debt and money-lending activity are mentioned in many of the major classics of Punjabi
literature of, for example Baba Bulle Shah of Kasur, as well as in Waris Shah's Heer written
in Punjabi in about the mid-eighteenth century. In this latter work, Ranjha, one of the main
characters queries as to how the size of the ledger in which his debt is registered remains the
same while the size of his debt expands to the size of a mountain. There are other reference
to khojas and khatris, that is, traditional money-lenders.

12. Cultivators obtained credit from the money-lenders to meet their needs for food, cattle
purchase, seed and land revenue payment; in addition to meeting marriage expenses.
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13. Banga [1978:91] says that the rate of batai and kankut varied from one-third to one-half for
the unirrigated and from one-fourth to one-sixth for irrigated land.

14. Roop Missr Lall, a Khatri, was appointed as Diwan to the doab in which Hoshiarpur district
is located. According to this settlement report [Barnes, 1852: 21]: 'the period of his leases
were generally one year, nominally; but if the assessment worked they were allowed to run
on. In the event of their being too high or too low, they were occasionally revised; and also
in the intervention of calamitous seasons, his Kardars were allowed to afford a temporary
remission, or throw part of the burden of one estate on another better able to bear it -
provided always that the full amount of collections, entrusted to the Kardars, were made
good within the year. The Headmen of each village were furnished with a Patent (Puttah) on
the back of which the installments paid were punctually noted. The Kardars kept regular
accounts of the collections from each village.'

15. During the Sikh period, 'in spite of their indebtedness and consequent transfers of lands, we
do not come across any large-scale eviction of the zamindars by the money-lenders ... what
prevented the large-scale eviction and appropriation of the zamindars' holdings was the
prevalence of factors such as like the pre-emption laws, abundance of cultivable waste, non-
availability of marl ets and the existence of low agricultural prices in the rural society of the
Province. Besides the Sikh revenue officials greatly discouraged this process, fearing that it
might lead to a decline in cultivation and an eventual loss of revenue to the state ... [On the
other hand the money-lenders] had enough security for the recovery of their debts. An
important factor in this was the universal social approval of debt payment. [And] though
discouraged from evicting the owners from their lands ... they found that the state eagerly
supported their cause against a person trying to evade the payment of his debt' [Banerjee,
1982: 9].

16. In fact there were some important differences among the much maligned professional
money-lenders: collectively known as sahukars. Banerjee [1982:11] divides these into five
territorial groups.These were firstly, the banias, dhunsars, bohras, and mahajans; secondly,
suds and bhabars;thirdly, khatris, khakas and bhatias; fourthly, aroras; and fifthly, khojas and
parachas. In addition, under British rule there was the emergence of the agriculturist money-
lender, and the new credit group that came in the wake of the commercialisation of
agriculture. The first group was confined to the eastern and south-eastern divisions of Delhi,
Hissar and Ambala; the second group was found in districts that lay under the hills from
Ambal to Rawalpindi division; the third group was found mainly in the Jullunder, Amritsar,
Lahore and Rawalpindi divisions. The fourth group was found in Multan, Bahawalpur and
Derajat divisions; the fifth group was predominant in the western districts and the Salt
Range. Thorburn describes the various classes of sahukars in unflattering terms: the khatri,
who is a 'a very capable man intellectually, but no soldier' [1886: 36]. On the other hand,
'[a]s a body, the Banniahs are men of miserable physique and no manliness of character.
They spend their lives in their shops, and devote all their time to money-making. Being
naturally shrewd and unprincipled, they are as proficient in that art as Jews or Greeks ... His
greed for grain, the shameless effrontery with which he adds 50 per cent. to a debt, calls the
total principal, causes his debtor to execute a bond for that principal with interest at 36 per
cent per annum more, a year or two after strikes a balance against his debtor and cajoles or
wearies him into mortgaging to him ancestral plot of good land or its produce, on the
understanding - carefully excluded from the deed - that mortgagor is to remain in cultivating
possession, have entirely alienated the sympathies of district officers from men of his calling.
Such hard business, qualities make him feared, hated, and despised by the agricultural
classes' [ibid.: 37]. Thorburn was voicing one, though by no means the only, official opinion
on the money-lenders; there were other, more sympathetic views which I indicate later in this
article. Thorburn also simplifies the operation and motives of some categories of money-
lenders: some were responsible for good cultivation and investment in agriculture in the
Punjab [Darling, 1947: 157-8].

17. There was some conplexity: some collection of the revenue in both cash and kind; and in
rare cases exclusively in cash [ibid.: 94-5]. But this does not weaken the general assertion
that revenue was collected in kind. According to Banga [ibid.: 94, footnote 32]: 'In the
Jalandhar Doab before 1832, and in Kangra, collections were almost universally made in
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kind, and the people could not be induced to pay the revenues in cash.'
18. According to Banga [1978: 88-117] batai or sharecropping was the most important method

of assessment and collection of revenue. Other main methods included the kankut or
appraising the standing crop; and zabt or which involved fixed cash rates for unit areas of
crops on the basis of periodic measurement. The latter method was particularly applied to
more valuable perishible crops such as cotton, indigo, sugarcane, pulses, vegetables, and so
on. In the territories of the Lahore Darbar, batai and kankut accounted for four-fifths of the
land revenue collected.

19. British rule marked a definite new departure for the Punjab, as compared to the Sikh and
Mughal period which were in general characterised by continuity: 'For the assessment and
collection of revenues, the Sikh rulers did not introduce any new methods [compared to the
Mughals].[The] system of ... land revenue...remained more or less the same during the
Mughal and Sikh time' [Banga, 1978: 192].

20. This settlement report also states that:'The rule of pre-emption of course prevented sales
being effected in village brotherhoods with purchaser not of the village [a]nd among
members of a community, sales were occasional, but not frequent [1852: 45].

21. Collated from Darling [1947: 4].
22. 'There have been seven years of famine, viz., 1860-61, 1876-78, 1896-97, and 1899-1901;

in addition, scarcities from short droughts in rain-dependent tracts have been frequent.'
23. O'Dwyer [1894: 21] writing in the Settlement Report of the Gujranwala District, 1889-94

states that:'The years 1868-72 were years of short or unreasonable rainfall with bad harvests
and scarcity of fodder. This caused considerable distress in the Bar (upland) villages of
Gujranwala and Hafizabad [tehsils of Gujranwala District]. A special enquiry made at that
time showed that an epidemic of murrain carried off 46,555 head of cattle, valued at 9 lakhs.
The distress was aggravated by the orders originally issued to realise the progressive
assessments at once. Many villages in Hafizabad, and some in Gujranwala began to fall in
arrears, and in 1872 the Deputy Commissioner reported that their condition would have been
deplorable, had not orders been received from government that the progressive jamas
[revenue settlement records] were not to be realised before the dates originally given out, and
that the excess already realised was to be credited against the current year's demand. In 1873,
a more prosperous era set in with abundant rains, copious harvests, and an ample supply of
fodder. This lasted till 1876, and enabled the Gujranwala and Hafizabad villages to recover
from their losses. 1876 and 1877 were very bad years owing to excessive rains in the former,
deficient rains in the latter, 1878 was a good year, 1879 and 1880 were both very bad, owing
to the failure of the winter rains, and the short harvests combined with the drain of produce
towards the seat of war raised prices to a famine pitch ... 1882 ushered in a period of
agricultural prosperity, which lasted up to 1884, when another bad cycle set in which lasted
up to 1888.

24. On this O'Dwyer [ibid: 21-2] writes: 'In 1886 a suspension of the kharif demand amounting to
Rs 4,333 was granted to 48 villages in Wazirabad where the crops had been severely damaged
by hail, but this was suddenly realised in May 1887, and the want of consideration shown
caused hardship. In kharif 1885, Rs 6,284-8-0 was suspended in 47 villages in Hafizabad, which
suffered most from the drought and fodder famine, and this was collected in kharif 1886 and
kharif and rabi 1887'. O'Dwyer was aware of the distress caused by the inadequacy of the
emergency provision as well as the rigidity of revenue, so that:'If the new assessment is to work
well, a more liberal and elastic policy must be pursued in the way of suspensions and
remissions, to help the people in seasons of depression and difficulty '[ibid.: 23].

25. Ibid.: 5.
26. The following illustrates the growth of economic infrastructure in the Punjab:

Year

1872-73
1882-83
1892-93

Railway mileage

410
600

1725

Canal mileage

2,744
4,583

12,386

Metalled road

1,036
1,467
2,142

mileage Cultivated area
(Millions of acres)

18.8
23.4
26.7

Source: Calvert [1922:107].
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The increase in exports and commercialisation of Punjab agriculture are indicated by the
following data:

Year
1881

1884-85
1887-88
1889-90

Export in Maunds
1,29,946
2,53,914
5,14,699
4,58,716

Sources: GoPb: Internal Trade Reports (for the respective years).
27. ... 'serious indebtedness only began early in the seventies and extensive alienations to

money-lenders from about 1877, i.e., from the first period of scarcity after the establishment,
in 1874-75, of purely Civil Courts for the disposal of debt causes ... until 1874-75, suits
against agriculturists were headed by the District Officer, his assistants and his Tahsildars
[Thorburn, 1896:47].

28. The laws increasingly being applied in the Province were derived from English and Roman
law specific to an industrial capitalist country, Britain.

29. '[A]n alienation by z. proprietor to pay off his just debts constitutes necessity and forms a
valid charge on the land not only in his own hands but also in the hands of his heirs. Though
heirs who contest an alienation of ancestral property by their predecessor in title are entitled
to demand, as against themselves, strict proof that an alienation to which they were no parties
was made on account of an antecedent just debt of their predecessor, there is ordinarily no
need to go further and enquire whether such debt was necessarily incurred [Punjab Record,
No.24, 1892].

30. Ironically, after 1901 some of the stipulations constraining alienation of land in operation
under early British rule were re-enacted in a modified form. The 1901 Act itself was
abolished in January 1950 as being against the Indian Constitution. It has similarly been
abolished in Pakistan.

31. '[T]he Punjab administrative machine had been improved into a beautiful finished and
intricate arrangement of wheels, which, great and small, from Lieutannt-Governor to
collector's baillif, from Chief Court to munsiff's process-server, worked in frictionless
subordination to the scientific ideal of perfection in a government unsympathetic to
centralisation' [Thorburn, 1904: 240].

32. The Punjab Civil Code was drawn up in 1854 and provided the principles of provincial
usage; its supposed effect was to prevent the importation of either English or the intricate
provisions of Hindu and Muslim law [Tupper, 1881: Vol.1: 7]. The Indian Penal Code was
extended to the Punjab in 1862. Inl872 the Punjab Laws Act was passed and in it the legal
policy of the Government was clearly stated:'[I]n questions regarding succession, special
property, of females, bethrothal, marriage, divorce, dower, adoption, guardianship, minority,
bastardy, family relations, wills, legacies, gifts, partitions, or any religious usage or
institutions, the rule of decision to be: 1) any custom applicable to the parties concerned,
which is not contrary to justice, equity and good conscience, and has not been declared to be
void by any competent authority, or altered or abolished by law; 2) the Muhammedan law in
cases where the parties are Muhammedan, and the Hindu law in cases where the parties are
Hindu except in so far as such law has been altered, or abolished, by legislative enactment,
or is opposed to the provisions of the Act, or has been modified by any custom as is above
referred' [ibid.: 7].

33. During the patriarchal period, that is before the formal separation of the judiciary from the
executive, the aim of the courts seems to have been principally to settle particular disputes
and achieve a measure of stability.

34. Punjab districts with the largest cultivated average area under mortgage, 1875-76-
1899-1900.

District Cultivated area under mortgage (in per cent)
Gurdaspur 25.5

Sialkot 25.1
Kohat 20.4
Bannu 19.9
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35. The statistics referred to in this discussion are derived from The Annual Report on Land
Revenue Administration of the Punjab (Annual Report) for the respective years mentioned.

36. Officiating Judge, Chief Court Punjab.
37. Melvill writes: 'The banking class is the most valuable section of the community, and is

entitled to a fair consideration of its interests. The object in what I suggest is to prevent the
unfair use of their opportunities' [ibid.: 28: para16].

38. It is not always clear whether the term 'agriculturist' includes the 'new agriculturists'. The
latter were invariably professional money-lenders who did not possess land at the first
summary or regular settlements, but had acquired land by the time the second round of
settlements were carried out. There is a tendency for some scholars to underestimate the
presence of professional money-lenders in the Punjab, because of confusion of terminology.
Thus Hamid [1982] suggests that the professional money-lenders had been superceded by the
agriculturist money-lender by about the 1870s, without clarifying whether the latter included
the 'new agriculturists'. The 1901 Act did away with the category of 'new agriculturists' and
only members of 'agriculturist castes' were designating as 'agriculturists'.

39. According to Thorburn [1896: 235]: 'Throughout the seventies the government pronounce-
ment on the condition of the Punjab agriculturists continued studiously self-congratulatory:
they "had merged into vigorous manhood".'

40. 'Agricultural debt, and the transfer of land from old proprietors to new agriculturists, have
of course engrossed much attention, but, except where overpopulation has enforced a too
minute subdivision of holdings, or the land is held by physically enfeebled or spendthrift
population these phenomena, though prominent features of the agricultural horizon, have not
as yet assumed very alarming proportions' [Dunne, 1892: 11].

41. 'At last settlement [in early 1870s] less than 1 per cent, [of land] had been sold and about 1
per cent was under mortgage' [ibid.: 23].

42. From 1901 includes the NWFP Census Reports.
43. The Canal Colonies were formed from the 1880s onwards from what was designated as State

Lands comprised of cultivable waste lands and forests. In the Colonies land was allotted to
three official classes of colonists who were mainly brought in from the more densely
populated districts of the Punjab: the 'small peasant proprietor' was given a square (about 25
acres) of land, the 'yeoman farmer' received four to five squares, and the 'landlord, the
representative of the landed gentry' got anything from six to twenty squares [Beazley and
Puckle, 1922:43]. It is interesting to note that in the beginning, most of the land was sold by
tender, payment being made in easy stages over a number of years, but later the Government
resorted to the policy of selling outright by auction in order to realise its profits more
substantially and quickly.
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